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The problem 
• Poaching of has serious consequences for:

– Biodiversity
– Quality of life 
– Eco-tourism 

• Prevention and control face many difficulties:
– Costly
– Can harm the livelihoods of local people:

• Bushmeat
• Grazing and farming

– Seems to favor animals over humans
• Criminologists  have not studied  this crime
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This presentation

• Explains the relevance of situational crime 
prevention 

• Summarizes two small studies of 
poaching:
– African elephants
– Mexican parrots

• Asks whether human-animal conflict would 
be better focus than wildlife crime 
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Main features of SCP

• Requires analysis of highly specific forms of 
crime

• Seeks to understand and disrupt the “opportunity 
structure” for these crimes

• Is supported by a body of “crime opportunity” 
theory 

• Makes extensive use of crime analysis including 
crime mapping and GIS

• Provides an alternative to arrest and punishment 
of offenders

• Has identified “25 techniques” for reducing 
opportunities for crime (see handout)
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SCP and environmental crimes
• Timber theft studies by Magrath et al show that SCP 

affords a promising supplement to trade bans and 
increased law enforcement

• Many useful analytic concepts and techniques:
– Facilitating conditions
– Crime scripts
– Journey to crime
– Geographic profiling
– Hot spot analysis 

• A broad repertoire of evaluation concepts: 
– displacement
– diffusion of benefits
– adaptation 
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The International Ban on Ivory Sales and its Effects on Elephant Poaching 
in Africa, Lemieux and Clarke, Brit J Criminology, In Press
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Background
• In 1979, 1.3 million elephants roamed 

Africa, but ten years later this number had 
dropped to 625,000

• In 1989 a CITES ban on the international  
trade in ivory was agreed

• In SCP terms this was: reducing the 
rewards Specifically Technique #14: 
“Disrupting markets”
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Previous research findings

• The ban resulted in increased elephant 
populations

• More apparent in some regions of Africa 
• Ivory market declined in many, but not all, 

countries outside Africa
• Unregulated ivory markets in Africa could 

provide an outlet for poached ivory
• African countries must derive economic 

benefit from their elephants 
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Present study – questions 
1. Prior to the ban, which of the 37 sub-Saharan 

countries suffered most from poaching?
2. Which countries benefited most from the ban?
3. What explains the variation in benefits

–  Unregulated domestic markets?
• Data Source:TRAFFIC briefing document (Milliken, 2004). 

– Civil conflict?
• Data Source: Wikepedia’s (2008) “List of Conflicts in Africa” 

– Corruption?
• Source: Transparency International (2008) Corruption 

Perceptions Index.
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Elephant population gains and losses 
(Data from African Elephant Database)  

-5,36362,600Gabon35
-47,89859,200Congo34
12,48731,000Botswana33
56,10713,000Zimbabwe32
12,636-46,000Kenya5

-11,769-109,000Zambia4
-3,700-130,000Sudan3
87,003-236,300Tanzania2

-61,286-292,700DRC1

Post-CITES
(1989-2007)

Pre-CITES
(1979-1989)
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Summary of findings
• CITES ban has reversed losses of the African 

elephant. 
• Before the ban, losses were concentrated in a 

few countries.  
• The ban has not benefited all African countries: 

• countries with unregulated markets were more likely to lose 
elephants during the post-ban period 

• 75% of all elephants lost were from 5 countries, all of which 
bordered three or more unregulated ivory markets. 

• Corruption and civil war also important. 
• But unregulated markets allow poachers to sell 

ivory at a price that would justify the risk and 
effort of obtaining it.
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PARROT POACHING

• Parrots highly prized pets – beautiful, endearing, 
excellent mimics, intelligent & long-lived

• Many taken from the wild for the pet trade, tho’ 
now illegal in Mexico and elsewhere in South 
America

• 30% of nestlings are still poached (Wright et al. 
2001) 

• Parrots are “hot products” (Clarke 1999) because they 
are stolen (poached) at a high rate and sold
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PARROTS AS HOT 
PRODUCTS

•CRAVED explains why products are hot: 
• Concealable
• Removable 
• Available 
• Valuable 
• Enjoyable 
• Disposable 

•Parrots are Valuable, Enjoyable and 
Disposable (more than other birds)

•Research question: Can CRAVED explain the 
enormous variation in poaching of the 22 
parrots in Mexico? 
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 DEPENDENT VARIABLE – 
NUMBERS OF PARROTS POACHED

• 2007 report estimates number of 
parrots poached annually for the 
22 species of Mexican Parrots

• Poaching estimates obtained 
through interviews with trappers

• Numbers varied between 50 
(Scarlet Macaw) and 23,500 
(Orange Fronted Parakeet) 
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PARROT POACHERS

• Opportunist 
– Villagers poach nearby nests  
– Sell the birds in village, at roadside and street 

markets
– Obtain a few dollars per bird

• “Professionals”
– Seek more valuable parrots
– Hunt for themselves 
– Commission villagers to hunt
– Monitor street markets  
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DIVIDING SPECIES BY TYPE 
OF POACHING

• Professionally poached (5)
• 5 priciest birds in Mexico ($142-$563)

• Opportunistic (17)
• Mexico price $4-$75

• CRAVED analyzed separately for each 
group
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APPLYING CRAVED
• Available

• Habitat
• Distribution of parrots 
• Distribution of parrots & people
• Abundance

– How “common”? (Howell, S., Webb, S., 1995)
– N. Years permitted to trap

• Removable
• Nesting type

• Valuable/Disposable
• Price
• Rarity
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APPLYING CRAVED

• Enjoyable                                  Scarlet Macaw
• Longevity
• Attractiveness
• Size 
• Google picture hits 

• Concealable
• Not applied
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• Used GIS software
• Obtained a shapefile of 

Mexico 
• Acquired distribution 

shapefiles of 22 
species through the 
SEDAC website 
(Columbia University)

• Clipped range 
exclusively to Mexico

AVAILABLE – Distribution of 
parrots across Mexican states
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REMOVEABLE 
21

Code Nesting type #
1 Exclusively 

termitariums
2

2 Tree cavities & 
termitariums

5

3 Tree cavities / 
palm stump 

13

4 Cliff crevices / 
tree cavities

2

21
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TERMITARIUMS
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SUMMARY – OPPORTUNIST 
POACHING

23

• Available & Removable most relevant 
CRAVED variables
– Wider distribution of parrots increases human-bird 

interaction
– Type of habitat can increase access & visibility of 

parrots
– Abundance will also increase probability of poaching

• How “common” and parrot population
– Type of nesting can facilitate poaching

• The most Valuable/Enjoyable parrots are not 
the most captured
– Populations have been depleted over the years 
– Many of them cannot be opportunistically taken

23
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SUMMARY – PROFESSIONAL 
POACHING
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• Valuable & Enjoyable are more relevant to 
professional poaching 

• The 5 professionally poached species are 
different from the opportunistic species
– More “attractive”
– Longer lifespan
– Larger
– Less “common” in the wild and less abundant
– Higher count of ‘Google Picture’ hits
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PREVENTIVE IMPLICATIONS

ELEPHANTS 
• Control unregulated markets for ivory

PARROTS
• Protect valuable nests during breeding season

– Make it more difficult to enter nesting areas 
– Provide nest boxes
– CCTV for very rare birds
– Reward villagers for successful nesting 
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Ecotourism 

• Costs of conservation fall disproportionately on 
poor countries with endangered animals 

• Local populations chafe under conservation 
restrictions 

• Too few of them directly benefit from safari 
tourism as presently organized

• Parrot ecotourism in infancy and difficult to 
promote, but:
– Parrot licks in Peru
– Parrot sanctuaries (Currumbin)
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Currumbin Wildlife Sanctuary 
Queensland 
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Human-Animal Conflict 

• Better focus than crime against wildlife?
• Situational prevention of bad behavior by 

animals could help local populations
• Crop raiding by elephants (Ormondi et al. 

(2004):
– Barriers of Mauritius Thorn/Red Chile that elephants 

dislike
– Training farmers to scare elephants with thunder 

flashes 
– Creating elephant sanctuaries managed by local 

communities to benefit from tourism. 


